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vehicle, could be full of people including overweignt adults and heavy cargo in the back and
never slowed down. Appearance was not my concern even though mine was white and looked
good with navy interiors. It fit 10 adults including driver or 10 kids middle and back seats. He
traded it with a handyman for house repairs. The van is still running. Drivers seat could be more
confortable. Definitedly needed an arm rest on the drivers right side. Pros: Engine strength and
performance. Also, I had 3 kids who "could not sit next to each other, not touch". Cons: Front
seats are uncomfortable bad for long trips. Could not move the seat's back and definitedly
needed arm rests. For A Family A Great And Solid Truck â€” i love it the perfect family van very
strong truck strong reliable engine smooth ride no magor repairs needed gas mileage is ok but
it is a heavy truck but great to drive for all occasions interior in perfect condition exterior just as
good love my chevy truck very much. Cons: for the weight of the truck could be a little better on
gas. I have owned 6 Astro's the last being a I have used thm as my work vehicle with all of them
going wll over , mile and never had a engine or transmission problem. Did experience rear end
Read More. The Astro Van is comfortable, versatile, and the engine is a warhorse. Last one I had
got me , miles on the original engine. Stupidly, I gave it up. Now I am haunted by my mistake.
They dont Good van to drive in the road i hace of this Read More. The Chevy Astro is my perfect
vehicle. I have four kids and several trailers to pull. This van does everything I need it to do, all
with a touch of style. The V6 gets not the best gas mileage for a I think this is a great little van,
wish I could own another one. It can haul a large amount of dry wall or mulch. I can also haul a
large amount of kids. It can tow a boat or camper as well. Trouble free for the first 97k miles.
Then, I had my share of repairs but, it is in good-excellent condition now. New "long block" V6
and trans rebuilt within last two years. All-in-all, it has served Have you driven a Chevrolet
Astro? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Chevrolet Astro reviews reviews. Julia
writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Engine strength and performance. Is this
helpful? Yes No. Corrado writes:. For A Family A Great And Solid Truck â€” i love it the perfect
family van very strong truck strong reliable engine smooth ride no magor repairs needed gas
mileage is ok but it is a heavy truck but great to drive for all occasions interior in perfect
condition exterior just as good love my chevy truck very much Pros: rugged solid and reliable
truck. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Chevrolet Astro reviews. Read all 6 Chevrolet Astro
reviews. Read all 3 Chevrolet Astro reviews. Cars compared to Chevrolet Astro. Related Models
For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Chevrolet Astro to Related Models. Select
Year Yes No Looking for a Used Astro in your area? Monthly Astro Calendar. Monthly Planetary
Motion. December 1, From. January 1, To. Current planets. Node M. Node T. Lilith M. Astro
symbol meanings. When does the planet enter the next Sign? Circular Ephemeris Monthly
Overview. Sabian Symbols Daily Calendar. Seek users by nickname. Seek users by astro signs.
Contact Links Facebook. Dec 22, , Sun entered Capricorn Winter solstice. Dec 4, , Sun Saturn.
Dec 6, , Sun Jupiter. Dec 10, , Sun Node. Sun Chiron. Dec 14, , Sun Uranus. Dec 25, , Sun Lilith.
Dec 27, , Sun Neptune. Dec 31, , Sun Pluto. Dec 1, , New Moon. Dec 16, , Full Moon. For Moon
positions visit Lunar calendar. Mercury entered Sagittarius. Dec 29, , Mercury entered
Capricorn. Dec 19, , Mercury Saturn. Dec 20, , Mercury Jupiter. Dec 21, , Mercury Node. Mercury
Mars. Mercury Chiron. Mercury Uranus. Direct motion during the whole month. Venus Mars.
Venus Pluto. Venus Jupiter. Dec 2, , Mars Neptune. Dec 8, , Mars Pluto. Dec 15, , Mars Saturn.
Dec 18, , Mars Jupiter. Mars Chiron. Dec 30, , Mars Uranus. Jupiter Chiron. R Retrograde motion

during the whole month. Astro Calendar , Astrological Calendar, Astrology online. Astro
Calendar Astrological Events in the Year January 1, Start. January 1, End. Display - Lunar Node,
Lilith, Chiron. Grey Symbols Coloured Symb. Current planets. Node M. Node T. Lilith M. Astro
symbol meanings. When does the planet enter the next Sign? Circular Ephemeris Monthly
Overview. Sabian Symbols Daily Calendar. Seek users by nickname. Seek users by astro signs.
Contact Links Facebook. Begining date of Sun-Zodiac Signs in the year Jan 20, , Feb 18, , Mar
20, , Aries Spring Equinox. Apr 20, , May 21, , Jun 21, , Cancer Summer Solstice. Jul 23, , Aug 23,
, Sep 23, , Libra Autumnal Equinox. Oct 23, , Nov 22, , Dec 22, , Capricorn Winter Solstice.
Planetary Ingresses Entries into the Signs. Jan 5, , Jan 25, , Feb 2, , Feb 11, , Feb 13, , Feb 20, ,
Feb 27, , Mar 3, , Mar 9, , Mar 11, , Mar 28, , Apr 2, , Apr 17, , Apr 26, , May 7, , May 22, , Jun 5, ,
Jun 15, , Jun 26, , Jul 11, , Aug 7, , Aug 11, , Aug 30, , Sep 7, , Sep 15, , Oct 4, , Oct 9, , Nov 23, ,
Nov 26, , Dec 10, , Dec 29, , Lunar Phase. Jan 10, , New Moon. Jan 26, , Full Moon. Feb 9, , Feb
24, , Mar 10, , Mar 26, , Apr 9, , Apr 24, , May 8, , May 23, , Jun 7, , Jun 22, , Jul 7, , Jul 21, , Aug 5,
, Aug 19, , Sep 4, , Sep 18, , Oct 3, , Oct 17, , Nov 2, , Nov 16, , Dec 1, , Dec 16, , Dec 31, , January
1, Start January 1, End. Jan 19, , Feb 1, , Mar 16, , Jun 1, , Jun 6, , Sep 5, , Oct 31, , Nov 5, , Nov
13, , Dec 4, , Dec 14, , Dec 27, , This great rig could be just what you need! Clean title. Only 94K
miles, runs great. Class C, all aluminum construction with Arctic Package. The roof is one solid
piece of aluminum that can endure pounds total on top, according to the manual. Has
continuous solenoid to charge house battery from the main front battery. Has Suburban heater,
Roof top AC which works great, a bathroom with toilet, sink and shower works great. Has 2
burner propane stove 4. Does not have an onboard generator. She gets about 10 mpg in town,
on the road unless you are going up steep mountain passes, then about mpg. Has overdrive
and loves to go past 85 plus, EASY, on straight stretches and not very safe to drive at high
speeds in high winds. Another bonus! This has been my hobby for the past three years, and still
needs the front flooring replaced as I tore out all of the mauve colored old shag carpet, needs
window visers someday I made some. I also removed the old table bench seats they were
collapsed in where someone who weighed a lot sat and table and do not have them anymore
either. There is some rust on the outside lower metal panels, nothing too serious and can be
replaced easily with something else. The blackwater tank has a tear in it, after getting pulled out
of soft sand by a tow truck in AZ this past January. The gray and white water tank are fine.
Again, floor covering needed or not in the front cabin under drivers and passenger seat. These
seats do have wear on them, I believe the passenger seat has a few tears in it on the bottom
part. I have been covering them with towels and the drivers seat with a sheepskin rug which I
am keeping and it has been fine so far. Eventually the side door mirrors will want to be replaced
as they have some wear on them, but work fine. This is a , so keep that in mind. It has little
things that need to be done, but nothing serious at all. I think I have listed about everything that
I can recall. The counter top has some areas where it needs repair on the sides strip and tape is
holding it in now. The ladder to the top in the rear got pulled out by someone who hit it I guess
when I was out walking one day, and needs to be put back in and screwed back to the bumper.
Hope this answers your questions. Like, I resealed the roof in the needed places. No leaks. Call
or text only. I will not respond to email. Good gas mileage and comfort All original parts and
interior. General wear and tear but a great fixer upper for someone who wants a classic camper
van. Needs a new engine and awning. I've loved livi All appliances work. Sleeps 2 in full size bed
in rear, twin bed above in rear, sleeps 2 kids on drop down table, sleeps 1 in pull out couch, and
twin Mention Inventory or Stock IBring your own tools, pull and save! Or we can pull it for you
for a small extra charge! It has Air Ride Suspension with a 4. Air conditi Email Poster Message.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of

users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. So, just what could the next owner do with this
Chevrolet Astro Van? Of course, you might have other ideas in the back of your mind, but you
really have to admit that regardless of what those ideas might be, the Astro is in impressive
condition for its age. If you would like to give it a new home, you will find the Astro located in
Pinellas Park, Florida, and listed for sale here on Craigslist. I really have to say thank you to
Barn Finder Pat L for referring the van through to us. The Yellow Beige paint is consistent, and
it has a really nice shine to it. There are no significant marks on the paint, while the panels
appear to be very straight. The owner states that the vehicle has remained accident-free
throughout its life, and there are no signs of any issues with rust. This has probably been
helped by the fact that the vehicle has been garage-kept throughout its life. If this was to be
removed, the owner might choose to just leave the paint as it is, have it touched-up to match, or
they might choose to apply some custom graphics to disguise the difference. The interior of the
Astro also appears to be in nice condition, with no signs of any rips, tears, cracks, or stains.
The original radio has been removed at some point, and a Pioneer CD player has been fitted in
its place. That was probably a nice addition to alleviate the boredom during long parts delivery
runs. One thing that I will say is that the van has been quite nicely equipped for a commercial
vehicle. That CD player, along with air conditioning, and cruise control would all combine to
make life pretty pleasant on the road. The cargo area is in surprising condition. The paint on the
floor has suffered some of the typical scuffing that you see in vehicles of this type, but all
things considered, it remains in above-average condition. There are no engine photos, but we
do know that the Astro features a 4. One thing is for certain, and that is that the van is a long
way from being worn out. The vehicle has covered a genuine and documented 19, miles, which
means that it should have plenty of life left in it yet. For me, one of the most attractive
characteristics of the Astro is the nice, flat floor in the cargo area. Honestly, if the future for this
vehicle rests as a recreational rather than a commercial vehicle, it would potentially make a
pretty decent camper conversion for weekend getaways. It could also make a potentially great
little camper. For its age, the price is well above the market average, and that could potentially
put a lot of people off. Having said that, its condition is also a long way above average, and the
mileage is extraordinarily low. Whether that is enough to justify the asking price is a tough call
to make. What do you think? Great find! I have noticed that many younger people get vinyl
mixed up with leather when selling cars. They may never have experienced the joys of jumping
into a hot car with vinyl seats wearing shorts, or it would literally be seared into their minds
foreverâ€¦. If the mileage can be verified, you would get many more years out of this truck as a
work van. Go price out a new one and compare the savings. I owned one of these, and it was a
camper conversion. I was the second owner, and other than the smoky smell left behind from
the previous owner, I felt it offered a lot of bang for the buck. Worst part of making this into
something different now would be the lack of opening windows and roof vent. I used to go to
drive-ins with the misses and dog, open up the back and swing the captains chairs completely
to the rear to watch movies. Cooler between the seats. Extremely rare to find a utilitarian vehicle
like this that has not had the stuffings beaten out of it. Great find and I would keep it just as it
sits! I would have expected the graphics to already be removed if this van was sold directly
from the store or distribution center. As others said, period piece. This vehicle most likely has a
4. These things were well built, and carried over many time tested designs. Best minivan EVER!
Like Jack M said earlier, go out and price something new. My friend has a start up catering
service. He ended up with a 5 year old Chrysler minivan with well over k on it. He claimed that
the gas mileage was pretty bad at the start, but as various bits fell off the van due to the typical
GM build quality, the mileage gradually improved over the years. It has the F. Never knew there
were those options available as OEM. Wow, how many of these can be left in this great
condition and low miles. Cheap buy-in and kinda easy to work on. Good luck finding another
like it. Nice van! Our 1st new car ever. A 99 Safari. Served us well for 15 yrs. Fuel pumps on the
F. I went through 3. Replaced it myself and swore never again. They put out really high
pressure. Replacing the alternator twice was a chore. Had to be in just the right position in and
out. Wake up people!! Asking price is just silly, not worth anywhere close to that. And can you
find one that looks even one iota as cool, body style wise? Ugly stuff out there these days.
When I worked for Westinghouse in the 80s I drove the passenger version of this from Atlanta to

Pittsburgh. It became my company work truck. It had a throttle body injection 4. When you
mashed the pedal big things were happening next to your foot! It had 64k on it and despite
numerous attempts to kill it it survived another k in company service. It proved to be far more
durable than the Voyager they bought a few years later. Why is it that people always think cheap
vynal seats are leather? Unfortunately this van has an electronic Q-jet carburetor. After the
switch to TBI efi in they ran well. I bought the window version of this 86 Astro from a catering
service back in I loved it as a family hauler but could never get rid of a drivetrain shake above 45
mph. New tires. Replaced the driveshaft. Replaced the whole rear axle. Terrible gas mileage but
great utility. I eventually sold it but missed it for years. Wish I could post a pic of mine. Don't
post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead.
Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get
Our Daily Email. Comments Bakyrdhero Member. This would be a great period piece for movies
set in the eighties. A great example of early designs often being the best. Beautiful styling. They
may never have experienced the joys of jumping into a hot car with vinyl seats wearing shorts,
or it would literally be seared into their minds foreverâ€¦ Jack M. I always wanted to pop that 4.
Chris in Pineville. The 2. Boatman Member. Tim Litt. Bakyrdhero Member. Reg Bruce. Thomas
Parker. Love it. I would like to keep the True Value stickers as there are none up here. The Perot
bumper sticker is worth the price of admission! Pete in PA. No Reserve! Superb Continental
Mark II. Restored and Parked: Lancia Scorpion. Small-Block Project: Plymouth Barracuda.
Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe
anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks,
maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
pioneer car stereo wiring diagram
5 pin trailer wiring harness diagram
piggyback fuse tap
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

